
Opening lecture at McCann Erikson advertising agency    

SPEAKING THE SPEECH AT MCCANN ERICKSON-DEENA LEVY
 
 How many of you have seen the Kings Speech?  For those of you that have not, 
please go see it.  The Kings Speech is a divine collaboration of acting, directing, 
cinematography and story telling which travels beyond its own standard of excellence 
and produces magically a message that we can all relate to: the courage to overcome fear 
which comes in many shapes and colours.  “Swim while you are drowning” – a phrase 
that I often use in my acting classes when students are struggling to discover a deeper, 
more authentic way of expressing themselves.

 The struggle is good. Discomfort is not the enemy. Its gasoline energy. 
Transforming discomfort into edgy, professional relaxation is possible. If you want to be 
your best self you must take risks in order to grow.

 The King is a leader. The King reveals his leadership thru his speech. He is a 
communicator, like us. Through his clarity and cadence, abundant with certainty, he must 
inspire trust in his people, like us. The guy is on top of his game. Don’t we do the same; 
as actors as advertising people on a mission to win our audience and our clients.

 But the King has a STAMMER. An impediment. The Kings impediment is 
obvious, but for many of us…not so much.

 As brilliant as the revolution of technology has exploded thru the universe with 
endless possibilities. It also threatens to de-socialize and alienate the dynamic of “us” of 
human interaction. We have become competitive, stiff and manufactured, unfulfilled, 
habitual, addicted, fearful of losing our jobs, losing our life force. Losing that 
connectedness to our natural open selves. There is a virus called Lathargia, permeating 
our college students. As great as facebook is it keeps us in our rooms, hooking up and 
dating our own computers. Graphic computer porn is free. Anything you want. Instant 
gratification. It’s a hell of a lot faster than true intimacy. My thumb is numb from all the 
text messaging. When my students perform in their showcases, I practically beg the 
audience to turn off their cell phones. In our work live communication is essential. 
Human being to human bring is indispensable.  I am so impressed with Mcann Erickson – 
determined to regenerate and rebirth its entire approach: TRUTH WELL TOLD. The 
header on your website reads: We think its all about being open.

 Open to ideas from everyone. Open to inspiration from everywhere. Open to each 
other and our clients. Wow. You are lucky. My work permissions you to deal with your 
exquisite stammer and open up. Through a series of what I call sexy acting exercises. You 
are invited to unite and join forces with your obstacles: self consciousness, stage fright, 
anticipating the result etc etc and then let it go; thru the practical philosophy being “what 



is it about you that works”. Whether you are the presenter, artistic, creative, strategic 
planner or account manager.

I DARE you to know thyself, better.


